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Research objective:
The purpose of our research is to discover whether users are able to successfully find and use
important features within the app and website, such as checking out for the first time, setting up
and editing their profile, and selecting their meals for the week. We would also like to find out
whether potential users think this service would be useful for them.

Research method:
Test design:
We will conduct our study through TryMyUI, where users will be asked to perform a series of
tasks where their screen and audio will be recorded. Testers will be asked to perform a series of
tasks and rate them on their difficulty on a scale of 1-7 (7 being the very easy and 1 being very
difficult) and indicate whether or not they were able to complete the task. This will follow with a
system usability scale survey, where users will answer 10 usability questions on a 1-5 scale, 1
being “strongly disagree” and 5 being “strongly agree”.

Data collection:
As the user begins the test, TryMyUI will record users’ screens so that we can actively see them
exploring the interface, as well as audio so we can hear their thought process. After users
submit their test, TryMyUI will give us an average for how users rated the difficulty of various
tasks as well as a percentage for how many users were able to actually complete it. For the
system usability scale survey, TryMyUI will also provide an average of the numbers the users
answered.

Participant information:
The desired demographic of our research participants include people who have been/are
currently qualified for food stamps. These have experience shopping for food stamp qualified
groceries. Other experiences included in our desired demographics are participants who are
familiar with food subscription services or have an interest in them.

Screener questions:
●
●

Are you/previously been on food stamps?
Are you familiar with food subscription services?

Test questions and tasks:
Tasks
1. Mobile/Tablet
a. Login to PEAK Pack
b. Select your meals for March 3.
c. You want to make baked chicken and rice for dinner. View the recipe from this
week’s delivery.
d. One of your family members has a milk and egg allergy. Indicate this to make
sure PEAK Pack knows what meals not to show you.
e. You have added another member to your family. Increase the number of people
on your plan from 5 to 6.
2. Desktop
a. You are interested in learning more about the PEAK Pack service. Explore the
website to see how the service works and what kinds of meals are available.
b. You would like to use your PEAK benefits to start getting PEAK Pack meals
delivered to you. Try to get started with your PEAK login.
c. You have two family members and would like to receive four meals per week.
Select the appropriate meal plan for your family.
d. After selecting the appropriate meal plan for your family go through the check out
process and confirm your order.

Questions
1. Which functions were clear and which functions were more difficult to find?
2. What beneficial or negative effects do you think PEAK Pack has for food stamp qualified
families?
3. Why would users use PEAK Pack?
4. Is this a service you would actually use to shop for food stamp qualified groceries?
5. Are there any other features that you think PEAK Pack needs to meet your needs?

Logistics:
Mobile design research:
Rachel Dormido and Nueka Lo
https://invis.io/K7QFPYRXDJT

Tablet design research:
Randy Wong
https://invis.io/TUQKU6S2HPX

Desktop design research:
Undarmaa Bandi
https://invis.io/2RQXAD4SUVC#/351315525_Home_Page

Designs:
Mobile design:

Profile shows the
user where to edit
their information.

Account gives a
summary of the
user’s benefit and
delivery information
as well as their
balance.

My Plan allows users
to view and edit their
current plan; their
current charge total is
displayed at the top.

My Plan edited to
include a new family
member and with
updated charge
totals.

Dietary Restrictions
allows users to select
which allergies apply
to them

Dietary Restrictions
with multiple allergies
selected

Delivery screen gives
information about
upcoming deliveries

A modal pops up to
allow users to choose
meals.

The selected meals
are highlighted and
given elevation.

The delivery screen
is updated with
selected meals.

The login page is
where users can sign
in with their PEAK
account information
and have access to
the app functions.
The login screen is
where users can sign
in with their PEAK
account information
to gain access to the
app functions.

Recipe screen with
ingredients and directions

Tablet design:

Landing page

Login page

Delivery page, user
still has to select
meal for March 3
Delivery page, user is
selecting meals

Recipes page

Baked Chicken
recipe page

Profile, Dietary
Restrictions

Profile, My Plan with
dropdown menu

Delivery page, user
has saved their
meals
Delivery page, user
has selecting meals

Profile, Account

Profile, My Plan

Profile, My Plan

(updated)

Desktop design:
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